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Multilayer composite absorbing materials with its efficient absorbing properties 
and better absorbing bandwidth has been widely studied and applied. Its geometric 
thickness, relative complex permittivity and complex permeability are the most 
important parameters in material structure design, absorbing performance 
optimization and evaluation. The nondestructive testing technology of coating 
thickness is difficulty and hot pot all the time. 
After doing a lot of track and research with related technology, several common 
nondestructive coating thickness measurement theory and method are introduced and 
compared. Aim at the research blank on synchronous measurement of thickness and 
relative permittivity of multilayer absorbing materials, a multi-point detection method 
which is realized by testing the capacitance when changing the distance between 
electrodes of a multiple-electrode probe structure is proposed to measure its 
thicknesses and relative permittivity synchronously in this paper. 
In this thesis, numerical conformal mapping method is applied to establish an 
analytical model which can deal with edge effect and mutual capacity easily. A 
computer aided processing module based on pure-shape method is compiled in 
FORTRAN, and also a testing system with dual-electrode sensing probe which 
combined to Agilent impedance analyzer 16453A is established. Some methods like 
parameter compensation、Linear fitting and modification etc is discussed to improve 
the detection sensitivity and decrease test error. The actual testing accuracy of this 
system can finally be achieved more than 5%. Besides, in this paper a parallel test 
scheme is proposed for the measurement of complex permittivity and complex 
permeability of multilayer absorber theoretically. 
This paper realized nondestructive, synchronous measurement of thickness and 
relative permittivity of multilayer absorbing materials without changing detection 
probes which always be treated as a method in traditional thickness detecting 
instrument. The difficulties in this thesis are compiling computer aided processing 















operation test system can accurately detect multilayer composite absorbing materials 
whose thickness is 0.1mm above, and has high innovation practicality and extension. 
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